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, acclent rate (aircraft operating under 14 CFR 121, 125 and 127) of 7.7 x 10-9 
is obtained. Multiplying the aircraft miles within 2.5 miles of the Three 
Mile Island site with the commercial aircraft accident rate gives

ac a, ioents accidents 
30,000 ac miles x 7.7 10"9 .------------- 2.3 x 10-4 ---------

ac miles year year 

Assumlng half of the commercial aircraft flights departing the Harrisburg 
International Airport have an operating weight of 200,000 pouncs or greater, 
then the frequency of a commercial aircraft weigning 200,000 pounds or more 
having an accident within 2.5 miles of the Three Mile Island site is; 

accidents acci dents 1/2 ( 2.3 a O4 ..... - i.z 10" 

year year 

6.4.4 Power Plant Response to Aviation Accidents 

Since the NRC regulations regtrding aviation hazaros to nwlear power 
plants are only partly probabilistic In nature and do not relate .' core 
damage or large release frequency, to obtain a probabilistic estimate of the 
frequency of core damage due to aviation acciaents, one must turn to 
prooabilistic risk analysis. Unfortunately, the few PRAs that have considered 
avltion accidents (Indian Point, Millstone 3, Seabrook, Zion [Ref. 6.4.9 to 
6.4.12)) have dismissed aviation accidents on the basis of the aviation 
accident frequency.  

The only probabilistic analysi3 of a power plant's rsponse to an 
airfraft crash is a 1971 paper by Chelapati, Kennedy and Wall R[ef. 6.4.8, 
which moftleO aircraft engines as projectiles impacting the plant walls. The 
arcralfts were 4ivlled into two categories, small aircraft an4 large aircraft.  

For small aircraft (less than or equal to 12,500 pounds in weight), the 
aircraft engines were idealized as projectiles ranging In weight from 230 to 
800 pounds with the relative distribution of aircraft engine weight determined 
from aircraft census. Within five miles of an airport, small aircraft engines 
were modeled with an Impact velocity ranging frm 67 to 105 miles per hour.  
D.yqnd five miles from an airport, small aircraft engines were modeled with an 
impact velocitl ranging from 67 to 280 miles per hour.  

For large aircraft (greater than 12,500 pounds In weight), the aircraft 
engines were idealize* as projectiles ranging in weight from 450 to 4200 
pouvws with the relative qiStribution of aircraft engine weight determined 
from aircraft census. Within five miles of an airport, large aircraft eigines 
were modeled with an impact velocity ranging from 95 to 1B5 miles per hour.  
Oeyao five miles from an airport, large aircraft engines were modeled with an 
impact velocity rarnglng from 175 to 610 miles per hour.


